People with back pain can STILL LIVE LIFE.

FORCE

THE V-FORCE FLEX
Strategically placed
stays give the best
total support, even
without the side
panels

Loops at end of straps
make adjusting easy for
the patient
Our Front/Side Panels are
made of a proprietary
plastic that molds to the
patient for maximum
comfort, yet gives
maximum lateral support

Elastic Band holds
optional hot/cold
pack in place

V-FORCE

INDICATIONS

In physics, a force is any influence that causes a free body
to undergo a change in speed, a change in direction, or a
change in shape.

The V-Force Flex back brace is indicated for the effective
treatment of: Chronic low back pain, IDET’s, post-op, herniated
disc, spondylolisthesis, spondylolysis, facet syndrome,
osteoarthritis, radiculopathy, degenerative disc syndrome,
epidural injections.

With its high-tech advanced design and extremely light
weight, the V-Force Flex still has the ability to unload the
low back. With its lateral support, the brace not only blocks
unwanted motion, but it also creates hydrostatic lift,
making it extremely comfortable.

V-FORCE OUTCOMES
Supreme fit, extreme compression and support, excellent
range of sizes, great patient compliance and easy to don
and doff. Because of all the overall features that have
been put into the V-Force Flex brace, it enables the brace
to function like no other, as far as blocking motion and

Anatomically correct, molded back panel
is designed with a built in, 15 degree angle,
to fit perfectly into the lordic curve, working
simultaneously with custom fit side panels to
create circumferential lift

Our V-Foam Tech is proprietary fabric
and padding, designed to breathe,
keeping areas cool and comfortable
for better patient compliance

V-Force Locking System
allows patient to control
compression, therefore
creating maximum
control and confidence
Unique pulley strapping system
engages the Vector Force
Locking System while pushing
uniquely designed back panel
perfectly into place creating a
5:1 mechanical advantage

pelvic control. The shearer technologies of the brace adds
confidence and stability for the patient.
The V-Force Flex creates circumferential lift and the
uniquely designed back panel pushes the lordic curve into
the proper position, which relieves pressure in the low back
and creates space between the vertebrae, allowing the
disc a chance to recede.
All panels are designed to be anatomically correct and
can be installed and removed throughout the patients
treatment program all making for better patient comfort
and compliance.

CIRCUMFERENTIAL LIFT

The illustration displays the way that space is created between
vertebrae when the V-Force Flex is used. Our brace unloads the
spine, creates a circumferential lift, and creates maximum
support and comfort.
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M ODEL#

SIZING CHART

Measure around waist at navel

XXSM ...................................................22”-26”
XSM .....................................................25”-28”
SM .......................................................25”-31”
MEDIUM ..............................................31”-35”
ML........................................................31”-35”
LARGE .................................................35”-42”
X-LARGE .............................................42”-46”
2XLARGE.............................................45”-51”
3XLARGE.............................................50”-56”
4XLARGE.............................................55”-61”
5XLARGE.............................................61”-66”
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